Market overview

Electricity market in April 2010
The market overview shows the impact, forecasts and events
on open electricity markets.

The highlights of market overview:
• The short term pressure on electricity prices in Estonia was downwards
   while the long term prices has increased
• The turnover of Enefit SIA increased during previous financial year
• Most of large consumers haven`t yet chosen their supplier in Lithuania.
• Oil price heading even higher
• Carbon allowances made 12 month record increase
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In April the short term pressure on electricity prices in Estonia
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In April the price in Estlink (Estonia) price area moved between 16,9 and 56,3
€/MWh, averaging at 35,8 €/MWh. In Helsinki price area the price was moving
between 20,0 and 56,3 €/MWh. The average price in Helsinki area was 43,7
€/MWh. The average price in Lithuania was 37,4 €/MWh, moving between
24,3 and 58,1 €/MWh. The average price in Estlink area decreased in the
2nd part of April by 4,7%.  In neighboring markets the decrease was relatively
same- in Helsinki decrease by 7,5% and in Lithuania decrease by 4,1%. The
main reasons for decrease in Estlink area are the flood time and the decrease
in neighboring markets.    
The variation in price is currently rather high- the difference between peak
and off-peak hours can be up to 252%. The peak hour top prices are made
by Helsinki price area. Exceptionally, during 2nd part of April the off-peak
prices were sometimes made by Finnish sellers- electricity was physically
moving from Finland to Estonia.
The water level in Daugava has decreased during last couple of weeks from
726 cm to 319 cm and the water discharge has decreased from 3447 m3/s
to 1600-2700 m3/s. The lowering water level is signaling the end of oversupply of low-cost energy produced by hydro power plants in Baltic area. Still,
as long as the Latvian power production is higher than Latvian consumption, it
is pressuring the prices downwards in the Baltic area.
Another influencer in near future is the Nordic region, where the off-peak
hours have considerably plummeted from their recent levels. This is signaling
the relative increase in low-cost energy production in Nordic area. To sum it
up, in upcoming weeks the pressure on prices to lower are still rather high. In
addition, the rising temperatures will be lowering consumption.
Electricity forward prices for Nord Pool Helsink price area rose last month
21% to 47,5 €/MWh. The main reasons for increase were the increase in fuel
prices, CO2 emission allowance’s price increase and the growing optimism of
the economic situation. In addition to fuel and emission markets, Nord Pool
prices are also influenced by Norway’s and Sweden’s low and stable hydro
reserve levels.

The turnover of Enefit SIA has increased during previous financial year
The end of March was the end of financial year and during April the results of
the financial year have been gathered. Given that the market was open for all
the Financial year 2009/2010, then the turnover has doubled in comparison
to the previous 12 month period and reached 16,7M EUR.
Enefit is continuing its growth and in April a new team member joined Enefit.
Kalev Martin is Power and Heat Generation Development Manager, he is responsible for energy production development in Latvia. Kalev has been working
as Fortum Power and Heat Oy Latvian Branch Manager in Latvia. Enefit has
always expressed the interest in investing in Latvia and in producing energy
in Latvia and the new position is another step towards the goal. We will keep
analyzing the projects our clients have been proposing and we are also open
to give consulting in the energy production field if necessary.
In a meeting with journalists, Enefit presented statistics on market activity in all
three Baltic countries and the analysis proved that the Latvian market is the
least active and the main barriers identified are the weak and messy legislation
and a regulator that has limited responsibility and options.
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Price of electricity (forward contracts in Nord Pool, Helsinki price area)

its way to sustainable and transparent energy sector” discusses the local and
European legislation and local company impact on decision making.

Most of large consumers haven`t yet chosen their supplier.
Closer to the end of electricity supplier change transition period for large
consumers (with network capacity of 400 kW and more), which ends 1st
of July 2010, consumers in Lithuania became much more active and are
looking for most beneficial offers from the open market. As for the last two
months, open market price benchmark is regulated electricity price, which is
at 45,79 EUR/MWh including supply margin. According to Lithuanian price
and energy control commission, from 1700 consumers, which are forced to
open market from 1st of January 2010, only about 300 consumers, which
presumably are largest Lithuanian consumers, has chosen independent
electricity suppliers. Mentioned 1700 consumers includes state owned
companies and public consumers also, which, in order to choose independent supplier, must follow public procurement regulations and announce official tenders. Due to long public tenders’ procedures and strict requirements,
which in many cases cause additional tender participation expenses, public
tenders are not popular among independent suppliers, which are concentrating on corporate consumers at the moment.
Large Lithuanian consumers (with network connection capacity of 400 kW or
more) should remember that during 2010 May, they should choose independent suppliers. As existing supplier notification must be done 30 calendar days
prior to actual electricity deliveries by new supplier, all open market consumers, should conclude energy purchase contracts till 31st of May.
UAB Enefit is also constantly increasing customer portfolio. Recently UAB
Enefit signed electricity supply contracts with UAB “Rimi Lietuva”, UAB “Bitė
Lietuva”, UAB “Klaipėdos duona” and other well known companies. UAB Enefit
uses individual approach for each client, which allows matching client’s needs
and starting beneficial cooperation.

A fresh view on the Energy sector in Latvia has been presented by a group of
authors lead by Dr. Andris Sprūds. The research “Latvian energy politics: on
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Electricity market in April 2010
Electricity market impact factors
Oil price heading even higher
Futures, up more than 8 percent so far this year, are set to climb 1.5 percent
in April for a third straight monthly gain. Macro figures have been better than
expected- a report that showed the U.S. economy grew at a 3.3 percent
annual pace in the first quarter. U.S. Energy Department data this week had
the country’s refineries operating at the highest rate in almost two years. And
a European Commission report showed yesterday a gauge of executive and
consumer sentiment in the euro-area rose this month even as Greece’s fiscal
crisis sent ripples across the region. Another katalyst has been the weaker
dollar that spurred hedging demand.
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Price of crude oil on NYMEX

Carbon allowances made 12 month record increase
European Union carbon allowances for December are up 22 percent this
month, ending as high as 15.94 euros. The monthly advance, more the triple
the gain in Brent crude, is the biggest in a year as carbon markets overcome
the recession. The looming sovereign default of Greece and worries about
the insolvency of other EU member states briefly weighed the contract down
at the end of last week of April. However, during end of the week it got fresh
momentum from strong demand by utilities. Also, unemployment in Germany
declined in April at the fastest pace in more than two years- suggesting that
Europe’s biggest economy is recovering well from the recession.
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Explanation of terms:
Base energy is the purchase/sale of 1 MWh or electricity every hour of the
given period
MWh or megawatt-hour; 1 MWh=1000 kWh
NordPool - power exchange that consists of price regions in Finland, Sweden,
Denmark, Norway and Germany
NYMEX - New York Mercantile Exchange; the world largest strike exchange

Disclamer
The market review has been prepared by an analyst of Eesti Energia to
the best of their knowledge. It is not an official standpoint of Eesti Energia.
The information given is based on public information and the sources
specified in the overview.
The market overview has been presented as informative material and
it has in no case whatsoever been presented as a promise, proposal or
official forecast of Eesti Energia.

The standpoints contained in the market overview may change and the
person presenting them reserves the right to amend said standpoints.
Due to the fast changes in the electricity market regulation, the Market
Overview or the information contained herein are not final and they need
not correspond to situations emerging in the future.
The market overview does not create, terminate or amend legal relationships (incl. contracts).
Eesti Energia cannot be held liable for any expenses or damages that
may emerge as a result of the use of the information contained in the
Market Overview.

Kalvi Nõu
kalvi.nou@energia.ee
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